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														Microsoft Dynamics 365 Sales

							
								Empower sales teams with automation, contextual insights, and next-generation AI.
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														Payment Processing Company

							
								A payment processor found itself running five different customer relationship management (CRM) systems, creating confusion amongst in-office and remote employees. The organization deployed Microsoft Dynamics 365 Sales after learning it would be half the price of Salesforce, integrating it with its Microsoft D365 Finance, Office 365, and Microsoft Teams solutions.

Learn more
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					Empower Teams and Accelerate Revenue with Microsoft Dynamics 365 Sales

Dynamics 365 Sales revolutionizes sales operations, elevating customer relationships and driving revenue growth. It boosts sales productivity by automating tasks and provides a complete customer view for personalized interactions. Through predictive analytics and AI insights, it empowers data-driven strategies and recommendations. The platform’s scalability and customization adapt to unique business needs, making it a catalyst for growth, streamlining sales, and fostering competitive agility.

Ultimately, Dynamics 365 Sales isn’t just a CRM platform; it’s a catalyst for business growth, enhancing sales operations, strengthening customer relationships, and driving revenue expansion, all while helping organizations stay agile and competitive.


									

											
					





									

					

		
	



		
				

				

	

	
		
											
					
Benefits of Dynamics 365 Sales



7

Months To Payback




215%

ROI Over Three Years




15%

Increase in Seller Efficiency When Collaborating with Team Members




15%

Less Time Collaborating




40%

Less Time Gathering and Analyzing Data





Source: 2022 Forrester TEI Study | Microsoft Connected Sales and Marketing.




									

					

		
	



    
                            
                Your Team of Sales Experts
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                        Jason Wietharn
                    

                    
                        Practice Director, Customer Engagement
                    

                    
                        Jason works with companies across the globe to strengthen the experience they provide their users and clients. With years of hands-on experience with Dynamics 365, coupled with real-world business experience, Jason understands how today’s modern technology can help project-based businesses overcome challenges and become more profitable.
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                        Jackie Simens
                    

                    
                        CE Consulting Manager
                    

                    
                        A technology solution is only as good as the people who use it. Jackie’s passion is ensuring your team members love the solutions you put in place and quickly adopt new processes.
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                        David Sigler
                    

                    
                        Principal Consultant
                    

                    
                        Over nearly 30 years, Dave has held the titles of field service tech, project manager, and field service engineer before shifting his focus to the technology that makes field service operations more effective.
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					Dynamics 365 Sales Pricing


									

											
					
Dynamics 365 Sales Professional

From

$65

per user/month

Core sales force automation and Microsoft 365 integration








									

											
					
Dynamics 365 Sales Enterprise

From

$95

per user/month

Industry-leading sales force automation with contextual insights, next-generation AI, and advanced customization

	Includes Copilot capabilities like natural language insights, record updates, email and meeting assistance, and opportunity summaries









									

											
					
Dynamics 365 Sales Premium

From

$135

per user/month

Dynamics 365 Sales Enterprise plus prebuilt customizable intelligence solutions for sellers and managers

	Includes Copilot capabilities like natural language insights, record updates, email and meeting assistance, and opportunity summaries









									

											
					
Microsoft Relationship Sales

From

$162

per user/month

Dynamics 365 Sales Enterprise plus LinkedIn Sales Navigator Enterprise

	Requires a 10-seat minimum









									

											
					Does not include implementation costs.


									

					

		
	



		
				

				

	

	
		
											
					Dynamics 365 Sales Licensing

Find the licensing option that’s best for your business.
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					Experience Our Microsoft Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement Demo

Take an in-depth look at how Microsoft Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement can deliver powerful functionality and generate sustainable value to your organization, your teams, and your customers.

Watch Now
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		See How Copilot Can Impact Your Operations

		Streamline your sales & service processes with innovative AI technology with Microsoft's Copilot for Sales & Copilot for Services.

	

	
		Learn More
	




									

					

		
	



	  	
				

				

	

	
		
											
					How Microsoft Dynamics 365 Sales Can Help Your Organization


									

					

		
	



		

				
							
									
						
							Gain Actionable Insights

							
						

						
																																						Focus and act on the right priorities and take action with confidence.
	Provide sellers with contextual, actionable data that is easy to understand. Increase sales velocity by identifying prospects most likely to buy.
	Know where to focus attention with insights that reveal a relationship’s health and risk.
	Spot buying signals, identify competitive threats, and keep a pulse on social media.



						

					

											
									
						
							Elevate Customer Relationships

							
						

						
																																						With relationship-centered insights, unify your sales experience and foster customer relationships through authentic, personal engagement.
	Identify, understand, and connect with customers through social networks. Engage through sharing of personalized and relevant content.
	Build trust with continuous insights and recommendations based on actual customer needs.
	Easily grow and maintain your one-to-one customer relationships—at scale—with unified data and systems.



						

					

											
									
						
							Boost Sales Productivity

							
						

						
																																						Spend more time selling and less time on administration through automated sales processes.
	Increase revenue, boost productivity, gain key insights, and reduce costs with a highly intuitive cloud-based user interface.
	Work anytime, anywhere with familiar, intuitive productivity tools, such as mobile apps that provide contextual news, social data, and task flows.
	Understand next steps to close deals faster using process automation and a guided sales process.
	Recruit, onboard, and strengthen your partner channel through deeper enablement and activation.



						

					

											
									
						
							Drive Sales Performance

							
						

						
																																						Inspire, onboard, coach, and motivate your sales team to achieve more.
	Create a culture that nurtures success and accelerates your sales performance with real-time analytics based on historical and predictive information.
	Get answers fast using dashboards, contextual charts, and natural language queries.
	Hit your numbers by setting goals, monitoring results, and providing feedback and coaching in real-time.
	Ease onboarding and align sales behavior through sales management software and interactive help and documentation.
	Energize everyone on your sales team with fun and exciting competitions through gamification.



						

					

									

	



    
                            
                Level Up Your Sales Processes
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360-Degree Customer View

Dynamics 365 Sales provides a comprehensive view of each customer by aggregating data from various sources. Sales teams can access customer histories, interactions, and preferences in one place, helping them to understand customer needs better and personalize their sales approach.
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Lead and Opportunity Management

The platform streamlines lead and opportunity tracking. Sales teams can efficiently capture, prioritize, and nurture leads, ensuring that potential opportunities are not missed. Automated workflows help in assigning and following up on leads, increasing conversion rates.
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Sales Process Automation

Dynamics 365 Sales automates routine and repetitive tasks, such as data entry, email communication, and appointment scheduling. This frees up sales reps’ time, allowing them to focus on building relationships and closing deals.
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Forecasting and Analytics

The platform offers robust reporting and analytics tools, enabling sales teams to gain insights into their sales performance. Accurate forecasting helps in setting realistic sales targets and making data-driven decisions to drive revenue growth.
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Mobile Accessibility

Dynamics 365 Sales is accessible on mobile devices, enabling sales reps to stay connected and productive while on the go. They can update customer information, access sales data, and communicate with leads and customers from anywhere, improving response times and flexibility.
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Integration with Microsoft Ecosystem

Dynamics 365 Sales seamlessly integrates with other Microsoft applications, such as Outlook, Excel, and Teams. This integration enhances collaboration, enables document sharing, and simplifies communication within the team, leading to better coordination and increased productivity.


                

                                                    

    



	    
                

		
				

				

	

	
		
											
					
Irrimax Supports Massive Growth with Scalable Microsoft Dynamics 365 Solution

Learn how Irrimax is benefitting from an end-to-end solution which provides better productivity and visibility to key metrics in real-time.

Read the Case Study
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					Accelerating Sales: A Comprehensive Guide to Seller Adoption with Dynamics 365 Sales

Our guide explores the world of sales software, from its different forms to its impact on today’s businesses. Discover how Dynamics 365 Sales is a crucial catalyst for efficiency, customer-centricity, and smart decision-making.

Download Your Copy


									

					

		
	



		
				

				

	

	
		
											
					Learn how a true partner can elevate your sales experience with Dynamics 365 Sales


									

					

		
	



		
				

				

	

	
		
											
					Frequently Asked Questions


									

					

		
	



		

				
							
									
						
							What is Microsoft Dynamics 365 Sales? 

							
						

						
																																					Dynamics 365 Sales is a component of Microsoft’s Dynamics 365 suite, geared towards assisting businesses in managing their sales processes efficiently. It provides tools for lead and opportunity management, sales forecasting, pipeline management, and sales analytics. Dynamics 365 Sales helps organizations streamline their sales operations, improve sales team productivity, and drive revenue growth by enabling them to make informed decisions and effectively engage with customers throughout the sales cycle.


						

					

											
									
						
							Can I Sign Up for a Free Trial of Dynamics 365 Sales?

							
						

						
																																					Yes, you can. The free trial allows you to explore its features and functionality before making a commitment. The trial period typically lasts for 30 days and includes access to all the core capabilities of the software. You can sign up for the trial of Dynamics 365 Sales here: Contact


						

					

											
									
						
							Does Dynamics 365 Sales Include Copilot? 

							
						

						
																																					Copilot for Sales is a part of Microsoft Copilot for Microsoft 365, a next-generation AI-powered productivity assistant. It seamlessly connects with your Dynamics 365 Sales CRM platform to provide valuable sales insights and support within the flow of work. Check out five ways that Copilot for Sales can improve how your sellers sell.


						

					

											
									
						
							Does Dynamics 365 Sales Have a Mobile App? 

							
						

						
																																					Yes, Dynamics 365 Sales offers a robust mobile app solution that seamlessly integrates with smartphones and tablets, empowering sales teams to stay productive and connected while on the go. With features such as streamlined communication, real-time updates, offline access, and customizable dashboards, the mobile app enables users to access customer information, collaborate with team members, and manage sales activities from anywhere, at any time. Whether attending meetings, traveling, or working remotely, the Dynamics 365 Sales mobile app provides sales reps with the tools they need to drive sales success and stay ahead in today’s fast-paced business environment. Learn more.


						

					

											
									
						
							How Can I Get My Sellers to Utilize Dynamics 365 Sales? 

							
						

						
																																					Dynamics 365 Sales is designed with seller adoption in mind. With a user-friendly interface, personalized insights, mobile accessibility, and so much more, sellers are more likely to utilize and take advantage of these features. Our experts are also well-trained in getting your team adapted and utilizing Dynamics 365 Sales. Check out our blog for 10 strategies to increase seller adoption of your CRM.


						

					

											
									
						
							How Much Does Dynamics 365 Sales Cost? 

							
						

						
																																					Dynamics 365 Sales Professional costs $65 per user/month. This includes core sales force automation and Microsoft 365 integration. Dynamics 365 Sales Enterprise costs $95 per user/month. This includes industry-leading sales force automation with contextual insights, next-gen AI (Copilot capabilities included), and advanced customization. Dynamics 365 Sales Premium costs $135 per user/month. This includes everything in Dynamics 365 Sales Enterprise plus prebuilt customizable intelligence solutions for sellers and managers. Microsoft Relationship Sales costs $162 per user/month. It includes Dynamics 365 Sales Expertise plus LinkedIn Sales Navigator Enterprise.


						

					

											
									
						
							What's the difference between Sales Premium and Sales Insights?

							
						

						
																																					Sales Premium, much like Sales Enterprise, falls under the category of licenses available. On the other hand, Sales Insights functions as an add-in for Dynamics 365 Sales. While Sales Premium encompasses all the features of Sales Enterprise alongside premium Sales Insights capabilities, Sales Enterprise includes fundamental Sales Insights functionalities.


						

					

											
									
						
							Does Dynamics 365 Sales Utilize Real-Time Data?

							
						

						
																																					Dynamics 365 Sales utilizes real-time data through various mechanisms to provide sellers with timely insights and enable informed decision-making. With live data updates, AI-driven insights, and omnichannel engagement, Dynamics 365 Sales empowers sellers to make data driven decisions and adapt to the ever-changing world of sales. Read more here.


						

					

											
									
						
							How Do You Enable LinkedIn Sales Navigator in Dynamics 365 Sale

							
						

						
																																					LinkedIn Sales Navigator enhances key application scenarios by connecting the system of record with the LinkedIn data graph and insights. Check out this step-by-step guide that shows you how to install and enable LinkedIn Sales Navigator with Dynamics 365 Sales.


						

					

											
									
						
							How Do You Create Sales Orders in Dynamics 365 Sales?

							
						

						
																																					In Dynamics 365 Sales, creating sales orders typically involves several steps. Here’s a general guide on how to create sales orders in Dynamics 365 Sales.
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                                                    What’s your next step? Talk to us about how we can keep you ahead of the competition in today’s digital-first business environment. Velosio has helped thousands of companies like yours. 
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                                                    With all of the buzz around Copilot, what does that mean for you? Jason Wietharn talks about the ways that Microsoft Copilot will change the business industry.



What’s your next step? Talk to us about how we can keep you ahead of the competition in today’s digital-first business environment. Velosio has helped thousands of companies like yours. 
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                                                    Are you wasting time on administrative tasks like manual data entry in your CRM system? You may be losing out on time spent selling or working with clients.



Microsoft Sales Copilot can help you work more efficiently. Watch this short overview on the features to learn how you can maximize your time. Unleash the power of AI I your selling journey.



Chapters: 

00:00 Introduction

00:27 Examples

00:57 Sales Copilot in Teams

01:14 How It Benefits Sales Calls



What’s your next step? Talk to us about how we can keep you ahead of the competition in today’s digital-first business environment. Velosio has helped thousands of companies like yours. 
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                                                    In this video, Bill Kinahan, a senior solution engineer with Velosio, provides a comprehensive walkthrough of how Dynamics 365 Sales, coupled with embedded AI, can significantly enhance sales efficiency. He delves into various aspects of the sales process, including deal review, lead qualification, automation, and deal management. Bill also demonstrates the practical application of AI within Outlook and the use of sequences to move a deal forward. This video is a must-watch for anyone looking to leverage technology to streamline their sales process and achieve better results. 📈🤖



🔖 Chapters:



00:00-03:14 - Introduction 🎙️

Bill Kinahan introduces himself and sets the stage for the discussion on how to make sellers more efficient using Dynamics 365 sales and embedded AI.



03:15-07:44 - Reviewing Deals from Dashboard 📊

Bill explains how sellers can review their deals and take actions directly from their dashboard. He discusses the role of AI-produced data and manual entries in this process.



07:45-12:29 - Reviewing Deals from Deal Pipeline 📈

Bill introduces the concept of a deal pipeline and explains how it allows a salesperson to monitor and make quick changes to their deals.



12:30-14:59 - Qualification of a Lead and Automation 🤖

Bill discusses the process of lead qualification and how to automate steps to move the deal forward.



15:00-17:59 - Introduction to Sequences 🔄

Bill introduces the concept of sequences to automate the sales process.



18:00-19:01 - Using AI within Outlook 📧

Bill demonstrates how AI can be used within Outlook to build an email response, pulling in data from Dynamics and Outlook.



👍 If you found this video helpful, please give us a Like, and don't forget to Subscribe for more insightful discussions! 💡



🔔 Hit the Notification Bell to stay updated on our latest videos! 🔔



📧 For any questions or more information, feel free to reach out to us! 📧
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                                                    How do you give your sellers more time in their day to focus on winning deals? Watch this brief video to learn how AI can make your sellers more efficient and help drive seller adoption within your organization.
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                                                    With Microsoft Dynamics 365 CRM you have a wide variety of components to meet your business goals with speed and efficiency.



In this Dynamics 365 sales presentation we go over how Dynamics 365 can help you with sales, accounting, ERP management and more. 



Presenters:

Bill Kinahan, Senior Solutions Architect 

---------------------------------------------------------

What’s your next step? Talk to us about how we can keep you ahead of the competition in today’s digital-first business environment. Velosio has helped thousands of companies like yours. 
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                                                    In this video, we share 10 different ways to drive seller adoption within your organization while utilizing Dynamics 365 Sales.



Watch the full webinar here: https://go.velosio.com/unlocking-success-top-10-ways-to-drive-seller-adoption-with-dynamics-365-ce/



What’s your next step? Talk to us about how we can keep you ahead of the competition in today’s digital-first business environment. Velosio has helped thousands of companies like yours. 
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